
Call for Contributions 
 
The theme for the upcoming 2020 Alliance Annual Gathering at Broadway Baptist Church in Ft Worth, Texas 
is: Taking on the Cross: [Re] Learning the Love of God. We anticipate reflection on this key event in the 
story of Jesus, this key theological concept, and some of the ways in which it has worked its way into intended 
and unintended consequences in Scripture interpretation, theology, and Christian living. Join us Friday, April 
24 through Sunday, April 26 at Broadway Baptist Church in Ft. Worth for our Annual Gathering. Come early for 
a special one-day event Thursday, April 23 organized around the same theme. 

 
Are you still basking in the aftermath of the 2019 Alliance Convocation? Well, it is time to turn ahead to the 
2020 Gathering in Ft. Worth, Texas at Broadway Baptist Church. 
 

Call for Papers, Pastoral Care and Liturgical Responses, and Workshop Leaders that reframe the death of 

Christ for 21st century Progressive Christians:  The theme is Taking On the Cross: [Re] Learning the Love 

of God. 

You can be a part of this energizing re-examination of the Cross of Christ by contributing.  Why not share in 

the conversation by facilitating a workshop or contributing a paper, sermon, poetry, reflection, piece of art?  

Here are four ways for you to be involved:   

1. Contribute a Thematic Paper:  including biblical, historical-theological and other thematic papers 

noting the influence of various understandings of the Cross.  Please note, this Gathering is interested 

in stretching our understanding beyond the more individualized notions of the efficacy of Christ’s 

death.  We want to address non-violent, socially prophetic and strategically sensitive understandings 

of the Cross.  We are looking for papers that will highlight and contribute feminist, Queer, Black, 

Womanist, Postcolonial, Latino/a, Environmental themes and more.   

2. Contribute a Pastoral Care paper emphasizing the symbolic place of the cross around the themes of 

trauma and resilience, trauma and recovery, group dynamics, community formation, and family 

systems.  

3. Contribute a Liturgical composition:  including sermons (seven last words, stations of the cross, etc.), 

hymn lyrics, prayers, poems, litanies, re-envisioned eucharist words. Note:  this can be Artistic:  

(media other than the written page), we are planning to have an exhibition hall at Broadway Baptist 

Church in Fort Worth for an art gallery to share paintings, sculpture, pottery, graphic arts, photography, 

textile arts, and other media as you have to offer. 

4. Facilitate a Workshop that inspires and empowers participants to reimagine the topic of atonement.  

We are seeking workshops that will provide: tools for faith communities to re-examine the journey to 

the cross, liturgical resources, and educational materials. We are also issuing you an invitation to 

consider what workshops you think would be interesting and of benefit in light of where we’re meeting 

(construction of the border wall, criminal justice reform, bail reform, state jail reform, etc.) Please 

understand we are compiling a list of possibilities, not a list of what will actually be offered. Thank you. 

 

If this inspires you, please express your interest by sending a 200-350 word pitch for your workshop, 

abstract of your paper, sermon, liturgical composition or explanation of your art to Ben Sanders 

(bsanders@eden.edu) and Tim Moore (ftimothymoore@me.com) by August 15th.  You will receive 

feedback on your abstract by October 1st 

 

 


